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Water As An Essential In Growing and Maintaining Good
Turf

By O. B. Fitts

Water is frequently mentioned and discussed as one of the most
important elements in golf course maintenance, but in most cases it
is not given the consideration which its importance requires. Evi-
dence of this stands out boldly in the fact that many golf courses fail
to get the desired results while others succeed to a certain extent
and a very few achieve excellence. Water is applied on practically all
golf courses, particularly on the greens. In some cases, however, it
appears that very little practical judgment is exercised. Good judg-
ment must be used in applying water in order to obtain satisfactory
results, no less than in the other important features of putting green
maintenance. There are many things which a greenkeeper should
know about his greens and fairways in regard to the applying of
water. Each of these things should be thoroughly considered, the
amount of water, time of watering, and frequency of watering being
determined after particular study and attention is given to the re-
quirements of each individual green or fairway. Questions frequently
asked are: At what time of the day should greens be watered? How
much water should be applied? And how often should the greens be
watered? There is no definite answer to anyone of these questions
which could be applied with satisfaction under the varying conditions
of soil, climate, exposure, contours and drainage. However, there is
one general answer which under any conditions may be given to each
of these questions and be reasonably sure of producing good results;
it is this: Water early in the day if you can, but if not water later, and
in any event be sure to water. Apply plenty of water, sufficient to
meet the requirements of your turf under prevailing conditions.
Apply water when you think it is needed. A more frequent and light
sprinkling is preferable in most cases to heavy watering or soaking
at longer intervals.

Another question frequently asked is, Why do putting greens
require more water to keep them in good condition than do ordinary
lawns? The grasses forming a putting green turf do not necessarily
require more moisture per given area than do the ordinary lawn
grasses. When,' however, we take into consideration the fact that
when grass is kept cut very short, as it should be on putting greens,
we shall find that under such conditions it has a very shallow root
~ystem. The length and depth of roots vary with the height of the
plant. Ordinary lawns are not clipped so close; consequently the
grass roots grow deeper and are able to make use of the moisture
stored up in the soil several inches beneath the surface. Short roots,
on the other hand, can make use of the moisture contained in only
a very few inches of the top soil, and therefore require more frequent
applications of water to keep the moisture within their reach. The
close-clipped grass, with its shallow root system, has not the capacity
the taller and longer-rooted plants have.

Thorough soaking of the greens at less frequent intervals for the
purpose of encouraging a deeper root system has been advised by
some writers. Unfortunately for this advice, it does not give the
results stated. Short turf always has short roots, which condition,
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indeed, makes for a dense, resilient turf. This is clearly shown in the
accompanying illustration.

Another important fact to be considered is that the surface of the
average green is very much exposed to the sun and wind, so that the
surface moisture evaporates rapidly. When the green is watered
heavily or soaked at intervals of four days or a week the surface
becomes firm from the watering and the trampling of players over it
and is made uneven by impressions or footprints. Then the sun and
wind have a tendency to bake or harden the surface soil. Conse-
quently, after about one good day of sunshine and play, the surface
of the green will be hard and more or less uneven until time for
another soaking. This not only makes the green 'unsatisfactory for
play but is not conducive to the continuous growth of the grass which
keeps the turf perfect and makes putting a pleasure.

Cross section of bent turf. showing the compact mass of grass and roots about 1¥.: inches in depth.
necessitating frequent watering.

One of the many interesting results of the use of water is that it
is a helpful factor in the control of the brown-patch disease. Its
effectiveness in this respect has been studied in connection with the
experimental turf garden at Arlington. When water is freely applied
early in the morning before the heat of the sun has become sufficiently
intense to dry the moisture from the grass at times when the brown-
patch fungus is active, the fungus is affected in some manner which
retards or checks it to such an extent that little inj ury is done to the
grass and its recovery from the disease is more rapid. This point
alone is worthy of careful attention in combatting brown-patch.

The amount of water to use and the frequency of its use can be
determined only by careful observation on each green from day to
day. The character of the turf is the only criterion, and the responsi-
bility of the decision must rest with the greenkeeper.

New Member Clubs of the Green Section.-Bass River Golf Club,
South Yarmouth, Mass.; Blink Bonnie Golf Club, Sorrento, Me.; West
Hartfo.rP Golf Course, Hartford, Conn.; Elyria Country Club, Elyria,
Ohio; Shenecossett Country Club, Groton, Conn.; Tuscumbia Country
Club, Green Lake, Wis:; Elwood Country Club, Elwood, Ind.; Spring
Brook Country Club, Lima, Ohio; Town and Country Club, 'Vash-
ington, D. C.


